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What is season extension?
Season Extension refers to any method or practice that allows a crop to be grown or
harvested outside or beyond the “average” production season in its area.

The purpose of season extension is to allow farmers or gardeners to either grow crops
for longer or begin to grow crops earlier, for a larger yield or a yield that would not have
grown in one's current climate zone.

There are a variety of methods used to grow outside of our average growing seasons,
and they all work differently, but one thing they all have in common is that they all rely on
external factors that we add or create around them to thrive.

The Pros and Cons of extending your season

Advantages for home growers Disadvantages for home growers

● Availability of fresh produce
year-round

● Higher yields
● Quicker harvest periods
● Better quality of crops, because

of fewer pests

● Adds on more cost
● Requires more time and commitment
● Increased risk of crop failure
● Soil degradation if not planned

correctly

Advantages for commercial growers Disadvantages for commercial growers

● Possible year-round income
● Better retention of old

customers because of
year-round availability of crops.

● New customers
● Higher prices because of

availability of crops
● Higher yields

● No break during yearly work schedule
● Increased management demands
● Higher production costs
● Plastic disposal problems
● Increased risk of crop failure
● Soil degradation if not planned

correctly.



● Better quality because there are
fewer pests.

● Extended employment for
workers and yourself.

Part 2: Season Extension methods

Season Extension Methods
Mulching
One easy practice you can implement to extend your season is mulching. A mulch is
any material applied to your soil’s surface for protection or improvement of the area
covered. Mulch can be any organic material like wood chips or sawdust or inorganic
material like gravel, pebbles, plastic or landscape fabrics. The main difference in these
two types of mulches is that one will eventually decompose over time into your soil and
the other does not.

This practice is best for root crops and other hardy winter vegetables that can withstand
some colder climates. It is not recommended for crops that are sensitive to colder
climates, such as tomatoes, peppers or cucumbers. This method is best for adding a bit
of protection to crops near frost periods, but should not be relied on to fully protect crops
in full frost.



Row Cover
Using row cover for your crops is another method which is relatively easy to implement,
but does require a bit more time and cost. Row cover is any transparent or
semi-transparent, flexible material, like fabric or plastic sheeting, that is used as a
protective covering to shield plants. Unlike mulch, row cover focuses on protecting the
crop as a whole as opposed to just the soil. Any type of row cover can be used alone or
paired with hoops to hover over crops. Row cover acts as a windbreak and extends the
growing season by retaining heat. A benefit of row cover, unlike some other season
extension methods, is that crops are protected while still being able to receive direct
outdoors sunlight, water and air.

This practice can be adaptable to many types of crops to either transplant outdoors
earlier in the growing season or protect crops from frost towards the end of the growing
season. This method, like mulch, is best for adding a bit of protection to crops near frost
periods, but should not be relied on to fully protect crops in full frost.



Cold Frames
Cold frames are transparent-roofed enclosures built to protect plants from adverse
weather, such as excessive cold or water. The transparent top allows sunlight to
transmit through while still preventing heat from escaping, creating a convection effect.
Cold frames can be built in many different ways, but the main factors are to make sure
to create an enclosure that, 1. protects your crops almost fully, if not fully from outside
weather, and 2. Still allow full sunlight to come through. If built and implemented
correctly cold frames can create enough heat to grow crops very early in the season
and late. In Connecticut for example, you could potentially grow things like lettuce,
spinach, collards, or beets early in April and late into October.

This practice is great for hardy vegetables and can even be used to start seedlings if
implemented correctly. This method is best for adding full protection to crops near frost
periods and can be relied on to protect hardy crops from full frost.



Hoop house
A hoop house, also known as a high tunnel, is a tunnel that is typically built from steel or
wood and is covered in plastic, the structure can be semi-circular or square and typically
includes openings on the sides to allow air to flow through. Hoop houses are often
confused with a greenhouse, but they are not the same. The main difference is that
hoop houses are meant to be used as a tool for season extension, meaning that they
can not be used during extreme cold climates to grow, unlike a greenhouse which can.
However, hoop houses do offer much more protection than mulch, row cover or cold
frames, as the area is larger and creates more convection. Hoop houses can often be
up to 20 to 30 degrees warmer than the outside climate it is placed in.  The inside of the
hoop house heats up much more because incoming solar radiation from the sun warms
plants, soil, and anything else inside the building faster than heat can escape the
structure. However because hoop houses do get quite hot quickly, they do require more
time and attention, especially as the weather begins to warm up. Your crops may also
require more water as the soil tends to dry up faster because of the increased
temperatures.

Hoop houses are great structures for people who have the time and funds to support it.
This structure is best for people who have already been growing for at least a year or
two and know their local weather fairly well, as with hoop houses you do need to pay
extra attention to temp to reap its benefits.



Greenhouses
A greenhouse is a structure with walls and a roof made out of transparent material, such
as glass, or hard plastic, which has regulated climatic conditions, meaning that the
outdoor weather does not directly affect the plants in it. A greenhouse works like a hoop
house, allowing sun rays from the sun to enter where they are absorbed by plants and
objects and converted to heat. Today most greenhouses also have heaters which
increase the temperatures inside and can even have growing lights to support plants
during shorter days.

Greenhouses can technically grow during any season, and any crop, but the average
gardener and farmer does not have access to them as easily as they are quite costly
and can take up a lot of space. Because of that, today there are other smaller indoor
methods or systems which have been created to grow during times and climates when
we would not typically be able to.

Part 3: Creating your season extension plan

Step 1:
Determine your predicted first and last frost date
To be able to plan how early or late you can grow into any season, you should
determine your predicted first and last frost date. Thankfully today we have many online
resources that can help us determine these both very important dates. We recommend
using the ( Almanac.com ) website, which can tell you your first and last frost date by
micro-region. In Willimantic for example, for 2022 our last predicted frost date is May
3rd and our first predicted frost date is October 8th. The times between both of these
dates represent the period in which we have been able to grow frost-free.

It's important to know your last frost date because that will help you plan how early you
can grow into the season. For example, since our last expected frost is in May, then on
average with hoop houses and or row covers we could hypothetically direct sow as
early as March if planned correctly.

It's important to know your first frost date because that will help you plan how late you
can grow into the season. For example, since our first frost date is in the first week of
October, it is important to start planning to protect your crops from frost with things like
hoop houses or row cover as early as the first day in October.

As with any garden planning, one of the most important things to note is your local
temperatures. It's always best to use your own judgment and to be aware that all crops
are different. Make sure to know your crop's survival temperatures, to make sure they



will be able to thrive, even with protection weather is unpredictable and can harm your
crops if not noted correctly.

Step 2:

Choose the crop(s) you will either start early or grow for longer.
Before you even begin to think about how you will extend your season, meaning what
method you will use, you want to choose what crops you want to either start early or
grow for longer. Choosing your crops first will be best for planning, so you can then
decide what method of season extension will be best for that crop.

For example:

If you were hoping to be able to plant your tomatoes earlier you could plant them late in
April or early May as long as they were protected well enough with a hoop house or
hard plastic, that could later be removed once the temperatures began to rise.

If you wanted to start your tomatoes later into the season so they can grow later into the
fall, you would want to plan to have a hoop house ready for them or a greenhouse, as
tomatoes require high temperatures to bear fruit.

Also be aware of what the crop you are growing needs to fully mature, for example, it
would be very hard to grow tomatoes fully indoors or in an enclosed setting without any
pollinators, such as bees, as they are needed to actually allow tomatoes to bear fruit.
This is something that should be taken into account for any fruit or vegetable that needs
to be pollinated, as many pollinators go full dormant during the winter, that is why crops
like lettuce, spinach, and kale are ideal for growing towards or during the winter.

Step 3:
Choose the best method for your crop(s)

Once you have determined the crops you will focus on, you can now decide the method
you will use to support them. It is important to note that you can switch and use different
methods together to maximize the success of your crops.

For example:

If you wanted to plant lettuce early you could directly sow it in late March in a hoop
house, while additionally protecting it with some row cover or hard plastic to aid it.

With tomatoes, you could transplant them earlier if you added a good layer of protected
mulch and hard plastic, that would prevent outside weather from harming them, on
those off cold days in April.



When deciding your methods, you also want to begin to make a shopping list.
Depending on the complexity of your method and the time period, you want to plan
ahead as much as possible so you have the available resources necessary.

Step 4:
Create a crop care plan for your crop(s)

Once you’ve decided on your methods and crops, you want to create a crop care plan. This is
similar to an average crop care plan, in addition, you would just add important dates like when
it's time to remove protective practices or when it's time to implement protective practices.

Crop care plan example:

Lettuce
Direct sowed lettuce on March 20th, 2022
Check for germination 2 weeks after sowing.
Make sure the soil is kept moist in the row cover and mulch.
Check for pests.
Lettuce should be fully matured 6-8 weeks after sowing.
Remove row cover in mid to late April.

Step 5:
Implement your method(s)

Finally, once you have done steps 1 through 4 you can begin to implement your season
extension methods. Make sure you have all the tools you need, your crop care plan,
and important dates and temperatures you have to be aware of to successfully grow
your crops.

Part 4

Some Helpful Charts and resources

List of resources to use for further education on season extension

Eliot Coleman’s books  “Four- Season Harvest” or the “Winter Harvest Handbook”

UConn Extension Services

Johnny Seeds “Season extension” manuals and plans on their website



Youtube, search “Season Extension in Zone 6” or your zone and many great tutorials will come

up.


